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Message from the President and Vice-Chancellor
In March, 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic upended how we do
business at UCN. Students, faculty and staff began learning and
working remotely, and our campuses, centres, and other locations
were temporarily closed to the public. It was an unprecedented
amount of change in an incredibly short period of time. Everyone at
UCN – whether they were students, instructors, or other staff
members – demonstrated outstanding commitment and work to
ensure that everyone remained safe, healthy and engaged in
education.
As we remain focused on health and safety, it is important that we
work towards a measured and controlled return to our facilities. Our
plan takes a careful approach that allows us to open up as the
pandemic eases, while ensuring we have the flexibility to roll back in
the event that we need to do so.
These Guidelines document our shared plan to safely welcome people back to our facilities. These
Guidelines are a work in progress, and we can expect them to evolve as the pandemic evolves – more
will be added as time goes on. Ensuring currency of this document helps to ensure that we will keep our
students, faculty, and staff safe and healthy while keeping them engaged in educational activity.
One of my greatest inspirations from the past months has been the extraordinary commitment
demonstrated by each of you at this difficult time. We all look forward to the inevitable end of the
pandemic, and when it does end, we will have shared together our tremendous passion and dedication
for our students and for UCN. It is an honour for me to work with you all, and I look forward to a time
when we can all be together again.
Stay healthy,
Doug Lauvstad
President and Vice-Chancellor
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Executive Summary
These guidelines present plans for reopening UCN and returning to our business that keep students, faculty, and
staff safe, healthy and engaged in education. These guidelines are based on the direction provided by the
Government of Manitoba, shown in Annex 1.
This document presents guidelines in six different categories:

1. Academic activity on main campuses, focusing on how we deliver courses in a safe way to students that
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

cannot be delivered using remote methods.
Facilities, including the planning and protocols for moving around in our facilities, how they are cleaned,
and how we reconfigure our work to keep everyone healthy and safe.
Human Resources, including protocols and practices that keep our faculty and staff safe.
Locations other than main campuses, including PSE Access Centres, the Northern Manitoba Mining
Academy, and UCN’s Workforce Development Centres.
Student Life.
Travel.

Attachments may be included with each section. The document presents the Section (identified in Roman
numerals), with related attachments immediately following the relevant Section (identified by lower case
letters). This allows for each section to be viewed as a coherent whole).
These guidelines are a work in progress, and can be expected to change as the pandemic changes and public
health orders change accordingly.
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UCN’s Sharing Space Safely Planning Priority
Throughout the pandemic, UCN has focused on an overriding planning priority that ensures that we:

Keep our students, faculty, and staff safe, healthy,
and engaged in education.
This priority helps to ensure that we respond effectively to the changing environment – how the pandemic
is changing our world – while at the same time ensuring that we continue to deliver the education and
training that helps our students, their communities, and the industries and businesses that employ them,
meet their goals and objectives.
The guidelines articulated in this document are designed precisely to achieve this priority. Our goal is to
reopen in a controlled manner and to ensure that COVID-19 does not spread.
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Section 1. Academic Activity on Main
Campuses
Face to Face Courses, Fall Term, September 2020
Courses planned for face-to-face (F2F) delivery in Fall 2020, shown to the right, are those
courses deemed to be impossible to deliver remotely because of their practical/hands-on
nature. These courses will be delivered F2F on campus utilizing physical distancing
practices. All remaining courses will be delivered remotely for the entire Fall term.
Our plans are aligned with the current public health situation. We are all aware that this
could change with little notice. For instance, if we experience a second wave of COVID-19,
instructors teaching courses planned for F2F delivery must be prepared to move all
courses off campus and continue teaching remotely.
Looking Ahead to the Winter Term, January 2021
Although we hope the pandemic will not be a factor for delivery of Winter Term courses,
we cannot know what the Manitoba context will be in January 2021. In order to ensure
that UCN is prepared for the most difficult context – a continued pandemic – faculty
members are asked to plan for remote delivery for Winter Term courses.

UCN Courses to be
Offered F2F in Full
or in Part in Fall
2020 (location)*
ALC.1115 (Th)
ALC.1120 (Th)
ALC.2000 (Th)
ALC.3820 (Th)
CHE.1005 (TP/Th)
NUR.2500 (TP/Th)
NUR.2530 (TP/Th)
NUR.2540 (TP/Th)
NUR.3530 (TP/Th)
NUR.3540 (TP/Th)
NUR.4530 (TP/Th)
PAR.1020L (TP)
PAR.1030L (TP)
PAR.1035 (TP)
PAR.1045L (TP)
PAR.1047 (TP)
PHY.1005 (TP/Th)
RRR.1050L (TP)**
RRR.1970L (TP)
RRR.1020L (TP)
RRR.1030L (TP)
RRR.1040L (TP)
RRR.1315 (TP)
RRR.2330 (TP)
SCI.2936 (TP/Th)
KLC Courses*** (TP)
Apprenticeship**** (TP/Th)
Culinary Arts (TP)- NEW!
Notes:
* See Attachment A to this section
** RRR courses are associated with
the NRMT Diploma program
*** 17 courses from the Kelsey
Learning Centre
**** To be determined in
partnershp with Apprenticeship
Manitoba
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Additional detail is available in Attachment A to this Section. Academic and other
activity relating to UCN’s Post-Secondary Education Access Centres, the Northern
Manitoba Mining Academy, Workforce Development Centres, and other locations,
are addressed later in this plan. Should you have concerns about your course in
relation to this plan, please contact your Dean/AVP.
Course Scheduling
Courses not listed in the table on Page 5 shall be delivered using remote means.
Only courses identified in the table will be delivered F2F in whole or in part.
Course schedules are being developed for the Fall term for courses delivered F2F at
campuses in Thompson and The Pas. Scheduling will focus on ensuring that only the
minimum number of students are on site at any one time.
Classrooms have been measured to determine the maximum number of students
who can be accommodated in the classrooms. Additional detail is presented in the
Facilities section of these guidelines.
Study Spaces
This is in addition to the space available in the libraries, the Cafeteria in The Pas, as
well as other public spaces. These spaces have been configured to help ensure
physical distancing between students.
While the gym in The Pas may ultimately be configured as a study space, that
decision will be made after observing student usage of other spaces for study
purposes. This decision was taken in order to better manage resources that would
otherwise be needed to supervise and clean spaces.
Additional detail is presented in the Facilities section of these guidelines.
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Attachment A to Section I:
Course Delivery Plan for Fall 2020
MEMORANDUM
TO:

All Academic Faculty and Staff

FROM:

Dan Smith, Ph.D., Vice-President Academic & Research

DATE:

June 18, 2020

SUBJECT:

Course Delivery Plan for Fall 2020

Purpose
This memo presents the plan for course delivery in the Fall Term, 2020 (Term 20).
Our Shared Goal
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, our shared goal has been to keep students, faculty, and staff
safe, healthy and engaged in education.
I commend all faculty and staff for their unwavering commitment to this shared goal. You have all worked
hard under very difficult circumstances, and while we all wish it were otherwise, we know that there are still
challenges ahead. This plan helps us to navigate those challenges.
The Plan for Fall 2020
The Return to Class Committee has been meeting over the last number of weeks to develop a plan for
teaching in the Fall. Courses planned for Term 20 have been designated as Priority 1, 2, 3, or 4, based on
consultation between faculty members and Deans (see Attachment 1 for details).
Courses Offered F2F in Our Campuses in Thompson and The Pas (Attachment 2)
Priority 1 and 2 courses are those courses deemed to be impossible to deliver remotely because of their
practical/hands-on nature. Priority 1 and 2 courses will be delivered face-to-face (F2F) on campus utilizing
physical distancing practices (see Attachment 2 for a list of these courses). All remaining courses will be
delivered remotely for the entire Fall term.
Courses Offered in Our Community Locations
Our Post-Secondary Education Access Centres, the Northern Manitoba Mining Academy, Swan River
Diploma Practical Nursing site, and Workforce Development Centres each have very specific considerations.
Direction with respect to F2F courses will be provided by the Dean of Health, the Associate Vice-President
of Access, or the Associate Vice-President of Community and Industry Solutions as appropriate.
Should you have concerns about your course in relation to this plan, please contact your Dean/AVP.
What to Expect in Fall 2020
“Max Flex” Will Be Our Mantra
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The pandemic has forced us to adopt “max flex” (maximum flexibility) as our way of doing business. This
will not change during the Fall Term. While Manitoba is currently in a good place with respect to COVID19, we are all aware that this could change with little notice. For instance, if we experience a second wave of
COVID-19, instructors teaching Priority 1 and 2 courses will need to be prepared to move all courses off
campus and continue teaching remotely.
Daily Self-Screening (before leaving home)
Faculty and staff will be required to complete a self-screening daily prior to arrival at a UCN location. This
self-screening tool can be found at
https://www.cognitoforms.com/UniversityCollegeOfTheNorth1/COVID19ReturntoWorkOnSiteScreening
Physical Distancing
Physical distancing will be required for all students, faculty, and staff. All UCN faculty and staff will be
expected to help ensure physical distancing between students. Designated hallway travel paths will be
established and must be followed. Markers will be placed on the floor to provide visual cues for distances
that should be maintained.
As much as possible tasks should be redesigned to ensure physical separation. However, in some cases this
may not be possible. In those cases, personal protective equipment (e.g. face coverings, gloves) may be
required if physical distancing cannot be maintained for specific short-term tasks. Each instructor delivering
a course F2F will create a plan with respect to the use of PPE for short periods of time when physical
distancing cannot be maintained.
Hygiene Practices
Hand sanitizer stations will be established in our facilities. You will be expected to wash or sanitize your
hands frequently throughout the day, especially before and after touching shared tools, equipment,
computers, etc. Avoid touching your hands to your mouth/face. Cough and sneeze into your elbow.
Whenever possible, shared tools should be removed. Where that is not possible or advisable, all shared tools,
equipment, computers, copiers, desks, etc. must be sanitized after each use. As faculty members manage
their classroom/lab space, they will be responsible to ensure all shared tools, equipment, desks, etc. are
sanitized between users. Protocols and training for sanitizing and cleaning classrooms and equipment
between groups will be provided in due course.
Looking Ahead to the Winter Term (January 2021)
Although we hope the pandemic will not be a factor for delivery of Winter Term (Term 30) courses, we
cannot know what the Manitoba context will be in January 2021. In order to ensure that UCN is prepared for
the most difficult context – a continued pandemic – faculty members are asked to plan for remote delivery
for Winter Term (Term 30) courses.
Final Thoughts
These are difficult times. We all have, and will continue, to make sacrifices and compromises, and we will
all be inconvenienced by new practices and different ways of doing things. We will know that we are doing
the right things if our actions keep our students, faculty, and staff safe, healthy, and engaged in education.
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Attachment 1 to VPAR Memo:
Priority 1, 2, 3, and 4 – Definitions
This table defines and provides detailed information about the course prioritization used in planning for the
Fall Term 2020.
Priority Designation
Rationale
Description
1

First group of courses to return
to campus and last to be
removed if there is a second
wave of COVID-19.

2

Second group of courses to
return to campus and second
last to be removed.

3

Third group of courses to
return to campus and first to be
removed.
Will remain remote delivery
for the entire fall term.

4

Practical/hands-on courses; handson courses that need to finish up
from previous term; demographics
of students; extremely
difficult/impossible to deliver
outside of F2F.
Courses which are difficult but not
impossible to deliver remotely.
However, they have a practical
component that needs to be taught
F2F.
Remaining courses that have not
been designated as Priority 4

Attachment 2 to VPAR Memo:
Priority 1 and 2 Courses Scheduled for F2F Delivery at the Thompson and The Pas Campuses
Course #

Location

Course Name

ALC.1115*

TH

Introduction to Highs School Mathematics

ALC.1120

TH

Introduction to High School English Language Arts

ALC.2000

TH

Introduction to Applied and Pre-Calculus 20S

ALC.3820

TH

Computers Applications 31G

Apprenticeship

TP

CHE.1005

TH/TP

Waiting for Apprenticeship MB to make some decisions regarding how to
deliver, thus some courses may be delivered onsite.
Introduction to Chemistry 1 (Lab)

KLC**

TP

Psychology Grade 12

KLC

TP

Trans English Grade 11

KLC

TP

Law, Grade 12

KLC

TP

Applied Business Technology 40S

KLC

TP

Grade 11/12 Tutorial

KLC

TP

Credit for Employment Grade 12

KLC

TP

Essential Math Grade 11

KLC
KLC

TP
TP

English Grade 10
Upgrading Literacy
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Course #

Location

Course Name

KLC
KLC
KLC
KLC
KLC
KLC
KLC
KLC
NUR.2500
NUR.2530

TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TH/TP
TH/TP

Essential Math Grade 12
Math Grade 10
Upgrading English
Upgrading Stages 1 Literacy
Biology Grade 12
Computer Science Grade 10
Upgrading Stages 2-3 Literacy
Upgrading Math
Health & Illness 1: Patho/Pharm/Assessment
Nursing Skills 1

NUR.2540

TH/TP

Nursing Practice 1 (some simulation before they go to offsite)

NUR.3530

TH/TP

Nursing Skills 3

NUR.3540

TH/TP

Nursing Practice 3 (some simulation before they go to offsite)

NURS.4530

TH/TP

Nursing Practice 5 (some simulation before they go to offsite)

PAR 1020.L
PAR.1025.L

TP
TP

History Taking and Vital Signs
Airway Management and BCLS

PAR.1030.L

TP

Patient Assessment

PAR.1035

TP

Paramedic Skills 1: Basic Arrhythmias

PAR.1045.L

TP

Paramedic Skills 2: IV & Medication Administration

PAR.1047
PHY.1005

TP
TH/TP

Medical Emergencies and Pharmacology
Physics 1 (Lab)

SCI.2936

TH/TP

Special Topics in Science: Plant Growth and Development (Lab)

* Adult Learning Centre, located in Thompson
** The Kelsey Learning Centre is located on the campus in The Pas.
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Attachment B to Section I:
Distance and Distributed Capacities in UCN’s Various Learning Locations
The table below provides information as to the bandwidth and other technical details associated with capacity in
UCN’s various locations. This table presents the most current information available.
Site

The Pas

LTF or
Support
Staffing
2 1 1

Thompson

2

1

1

Easterville

0

0

0

Churchill

0

0

0

Cross Lake

0

0

Flin Flon

0

Grand
Rapids

Rooms

Equipment

Comments2, 4

Band
width

# Connects
(Mltpoint)

1

7 VC/WEB
(2
audio/phone
capable)
1 WebConf
Only
8 VC/WEB
0 audio/phone
capable
3 WebConf
Only

-Comp Labs
only
-Personal

1GB

Suitable for VC,
Adobe Connect
Streaming
media

Host
+3

-Comp Labs
only
-Personal

1GB

Suitable for VC,
Adobe Connect
Streaming
media

Host
+3

16 Desktops
Lab

5MB

Suitable for VC,
Adobe Connect

Receive only – no VC
unit
-no course hosting

1 VC

12 Desktops
Lab

2MB

0

1 VC

5MB

0

0

1 VC

22 Desktops
Lab
12 Desktops
Lab

Suitable for VC
and
AdobeConnect
Suitable for VC,
AdobeConnect
Suitable for VC,
AdobeConnect

0

0

0

Norway
House

1

0

0

Nelson
House
Oxford
House

0

0

0

0

0

0

Split Lake

0

0

0

Pukatawagan

0

0

0

3 VC

1 VC

10MB

16 Desktops
Lab

10MB

22 Desktops
Lab
21 Desktops
Lab
?

10MB

16 Desktops
Lab

5MB

16 Desktops
Lab
Unknown

10MB

?

5MB

Receive only
1 of 3 – not host

NO VC –
suitable for
Adobe Connect
Suitable for VC,
AdobetConnect

Requires testing

?

?

NOT suitable for
VC
+AdobeConnect
Suitable for VC,
Adobe Connect
NOT suitable for
VC
+AdobeConnect

Satellite internet –
requires testing
- no course hosting
1 of 3No course Hosting
Satellite internet –
requires testing
- no course hosting

Host
+3
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Site

St. Theresa
Point

LTF or
Support
Staffing
0 0 0

Rooms

Equipment

Band
width

Comments2, 4

# Connects
(Mltpoint)

1

16 Desktops
Lab

5MB

Swan River
RC

0

0

0

1 VC

12 Desktops
Lab

10MB

Swan River
HC

0

0

0

2 VC

14 Desktop
Lab

10MB

NOT suitable for
VC
+AdobeConnect
Suitable for VC
+AdobeConnect

Satellite internet –
requires testing
- no course hosting

Suitable for VC,
Adobe Connect

1 of 3 – no course
Hosting

Notes to the Table:
1. Bandwidth = bandwidth required for one connection × number of connections
2. Site testing for Adobe Connect needs to confirm web conferencing capacities for all sites highlighted in RED before courses are
scheduled and confirmed using distance technologies.
3. Regional and remote locations with computer labs may be used to support lecture capture courses or more traditional course pack
asynchronous delivery.
4. Adobe Connect Web Conferencing needs:
LAN
•
1 presenter generates close to 250 Kbits/sec.
•
Each viewer requires about 255 Kbits/sec Adding screen sharing results in about 300 Kbits/sec
•
LAN setting, make sure that viewers have at least 400 Kbits/sec downstream bandwidth. And, make sure that presenters have a
400 Kbits/sec upstream bandwidth
DSL
•
1 presenter generates close to 125 Kbits/sec. Each viewer requires about 128 Kbits/sec to consume all the data generated.
•
Adding screen sharing: 184 Kbits/sec
•
To have a good live experience with DSL setting, make sure that viewers have at least 200 Kbits/sec downstream bandwidth. And,
make sure that presenters have a 200 Kbits/sec upstream bandwidth.
Modem
•
1 presenter can generate about 26 Kbits/sec of data. Viewers require about 29 Kbits/sec of downstream bandwidth to have a good
experience.
•
Having more than one presenter on a modem room setting is not recommended.
•
If screen sharing is added to Modem, total bandwidth required is about 49 Kbits/sec. This setting is close to saturating a modem
connection. Any bottleneck in the network can cause latency or dropped message. (Not recommended.)
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Section II. Facilities
Physical Distancing
Ensuring people remain safe and healthy when they come to a UCN facility, physical distancing includes
ensuring that all sites at UCN, be they main campuses or other learning locations, are prepared for more
students, faculty and staff. Physical distancing will be required for all students, faculty, and staff, and all UCN
faculty and staff will be expected to both model physical distancing and help to ensure physical distancing
between students. Designated hallway travel paths will be established and must be followed. Markers will be
placed on the floor to provide visual cues for distances that should be maintained.
As much as possible tasks should be redesigned to ensure physical separation. However, in some cases this
may not be possible. In such instances, personal protective equipment (e.g. face coverings) are required if
physical distancing cannot be maintained for specific tasks.
Physical distancing status includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Pas classrooms and labs have been distanced, completed in the week of June 15, 2020
Thompson classrooms and labs have been distanced, completed in the week of June 22, 2020
The Severn location has been distanced, completed in the week of June 22, 2020
PSE Access Centres, the NMMA, and WDCs have been measured and furniture will be removed/spaced
to distance these facilities in the near future
Office spaces and common areas have yet to be distanced. Where relevant, Deans and AVPs have
scheduled staff attendance on specific days to manage the density of people on site on any given day
Floor markers and distance markers were installed beginning in the week of August 17, 2020
Plexiglas shields were installed beginning in the week of August 17, 2020

The maximum capacity of each classroom is included in Attachments C and D of this Section.
Protocols and Checklists
See Attachments A and B to this Section.
Personal Hygiene
Whenever possible, shared tools should be removed. Where that is not possible or advisable, all shared tools,
equipment, computers, copiers, desks, etc. must be sanitized after each use. As faculty members manage their
classroom/lab space, they will be responsible to ensure all shared tools, equipment, desks, etc. are sanitized
between users.
•
•
•
•
•

Hand sanitizer stations are being installed
Kleenex, disinfectant wipes, and other supplies have been ordered
Face coverings are being ordered
Water fountains have been taken out of service unless they are touchless
Cleaning regimens are being aligned with CDC guidelines and protocols and training sessions are being
developed for classroom cleaning between classes
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Main Campuses – Public Access
UCN remains open to students, faculty, and staff, but is closed to the public. It is anticipated that this will
remain the case until at least the end of the Fall Term (Term 20) in December, 2020. In addition to general
members of the public, this limitation includes:
-

Parents
Sponsors
Entities contracting with UCN for programming

Where there may be a need for general members of the public, parents, sponsors, or parties in a contract
with UCN to visit a main campus or learning location, an appointment must be made in advance or prior
notice given to security. All such individuals must comply with UCN’s mask policies, physical distancing, and
must not enter a UCN campus or learning location if they are experiencing symptoms of COVID-19.
Vendors and other external service providers with business at UCN are able to attend UCN facilities, are
expected to have an appointment, and can expect to be challenged by UCN security and other staff. All
such individuals must comply with UCN’s mask policies, physical distancing, and must not enter a UCN
campus of learning location if they are experiencing symptoms of COVID-19.
Currently, only the main entrance doors at The Pas and Thompson campuses remain unlocked. Faculty and
staff will still be able to access all other entrances using their key fob. This will help to ensure that all
visitors will enter using only the main entrances, where they will check in with security.
The main entrance doors will be locked only when security is conducting rounds. Faculty and staff can use
their key fob to open this door during those times.
Contact information will be posted at the doors for students and members of the public.
Face Coverings
UCN requires everyone to wear a face mask whenever indoors on any UCN campus or learning location if
you could be in the company of other people. For example, if you are alone in your office, you may not
need a mask. But at all other times, a mask shall be worn. This includes shared working spaces, classrooms,
hallways, and common areas.
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Attachment A to Section II:
Guidelines for Face-to Face Instruction During the COVID-19 Pandemic
The health and safety of our students, faculty and staff is the University College of the North’s (UCN)
highest priority. The measures listed below are to be followed when online instruction is not practical and
face-to-face instruction is necessary.
Remember: Faculty and staff will be required to complete a self-screening daily prior to arrival at a UCN
location. The self-screening tool can be found at
https://www.cognitoforms.com/UniversityCollegeOfTheNorth1/COVID19ReturntoWorkOnSiteScreening.
Communication
The risks associated with COVID-19 and the steps we must take to reduce the spread needs to be in the
forefront of everyone’s mind.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Students/Faculty/Staff are NOT to be on campus if:
o They are displaying COVID-like symptoms (e.g., fever, cough, sore throat, sneezing,
difficulty breathing and other symptoms identified by Manitoba Public Health), whether or
not the illness has been confirmed as COVID-19.
o They have travelled outside of Manitoba within the past 14 days. Manitoba residents who
have travelled to western Canada (BC, AB, SK, YT, NT & NU) or northwestern Ontario (West
of Terrace Bay, ON) are exempt if they have not travelled outside of those areas and are
not displaying any symptoms of COVID-19. Residents of western Canada or northwestern
Ontario are also exempt, if they have not travelled to another country or any part of
Canada outside of western Canada or northwestern Ontario in the 14-day period
immediately before entering or arriving in Manitoba and are not displaying any symptoms
of COVID-19.
o They live in the same household as a confirmed COVID-19 infected person and have been
advised by Public Health to self-isolate.
COVID-19 messages (i.e., posters) should be visible in all instructional areas (i.e., classrooms, shops,
laboratories) to clearly communicate risks and expectations for behaviors that will mitigate risks.
Identify and locate hand sanitizing stations for use by students, faculty and staff.
Common touch points and necessary shared items (i.e., tools & equipment) are identified for
students.
The cleaning and disinfecting procedures for common touch points and shared items are
communicated to students (Appendix A).
Students are given instruction for the safe and correct use of any provided PPE and ensure the PPE
is used
Visit ucncovid.ca for all the latest updates at UCN.

Physical Distancing
Physical distancing means limiting close contact with others. While on campus, maintaining a physical
distance of two metres (six feet) from one another at all times is a measure we can all take to protect one
another and to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
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•
•
•
•

•

Ensure all instructional areas are physically distanced to a minimum of two metres (six feet).
Ensure extra furniture is removed from instructional areas.
Ensure spacing indicators at least two metres (six feet) apart are present in areas where people
may line up (e.g., entering a classroom, tool crib, demonstration tables, etc.)
Assign designated classroom seating and workstations to individual students (e.g., welding booth).
These assigned seats and workstations are not to be shared with another student. Students are not
permitted to enter workstations assigned to another student. Workstations will be disinfected by
the instructor before and after use.
Identify how to effectively control traffic in the area to help avoid congestion or contact with
others.
o Use indicators on the floor to limit traffic flow and congestion (one-way direction, if
possible)
o Entry to instructional areas should be through a single entrance where possible. Upon
entry, hands should be sanitized at the Hand Hygiene Station.
o Exiting the instructional area should also be done through a single exit where possible, with
hands being sanitized at the Hand Hygiene Station.

Entering and Exiting an Instructional Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instructor is to disinfect area before students arrive and when students leave.
If instructional area has more than one entrance, designate one as an entrance and one as an exit.
Each individual must follow the floor markers which have been placed two metres (six feet) apart in
the hallways to encourage physical distancing while entering a classroom.
Instructor to direct student traffic entering and exiting the classroom to ensure physical distancing.
Each individual must use the Hand Hygiene Station located in each classroom upon entry.
Assign designated seating / workstations to individual students.
Instructor to take class attendance and keep on file. In the event a student or instructor is
diagnosed with COVID-19, this attendance list will give Manitoba Public Health a list of who was in
the classroom and when they were present.
Masks or physical barriers must be used when a two metre (six foot) distance cannot be
maintained.
Each individual must practice physical distancing when exiting the classroom.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
PPE (i.e., masks, gloves, shields, etc.) is considered the last line of defense. Masks must be used when
physical distancing cannot be achieved or maintained. Tasks should be re-designed to ensure physical
separation. In some cases, this may mean a task is not done. All options should be explored to maintain
physical distancing.
•

UCN requires everyone to wear a face mask whenever indoors on any UCN campus or learning
location if you could be in the company of other people. For example, if you are alone in your
office, you may not need a mask. But at all other times, a mask shall be worn. This includes shared
working spaces, hallways, and common areas.
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•
•
•

Disposable gloves can be made available to faculty and students. Gloves are to be disposed of
properly in the disposable container provided.
Physical barriers may be installed between some workstations. The barrier must be able to prevent
a person’s cough or sneeze from contacting another person. The barrier must be made of a nonporous material that can be effectively disinfected (e.g. plexiglass).
A portable barrier for a table (i.e., plexiglass) can also be used when meeting with a student where
physical distancing cannot be achieved.

Cleaning & Disinfection
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase disinfecting efforts in the instructional area, especially high touch areas (e.g., door
handles, light switches, shared equipment, electronics, common table surfaces countertops and
chairs). Instructor will disinfect before and after each class, in addition to the cleaning being done
by the building service workers (Appendix A).
Remove unnecessary items in instructional areas to reduce additional touch points.
Ensure hand sanitizer available in each instructional area.
Eliminate or reduce paper transactions as much as possible.
Pens and pencils are not to be shared.
Instructors will provide the necessary equipment or tools before class and ensure they are
disinfected before and after use. Building Facilities personnel will provide cleaning supplies and
disposal container.
Continue to practice good hand washing techniques and personal hygiene practices.

Hygiene
COVID-19 is a contagious disease. Proper hygiene practices can help to lower your chance of infection or
spreading it to others. Students, faculty and staff should continue to do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds or use an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer containing at least 60% alcohol. Hand Hygiene Stations are located in each UCN
instructional area.
Avoid touching your face with unwashed hands;
Cough and sneeze into a tissue or the bend of your arm;
Dispose of used tissues in a lined waste container and then wash your hands.
Clean high touch surfaces frequently.
Practice physical distancing.
Avoid contact with sick people and stay at home if you are feeling unwell.

Use the “Faculty Control Measure Checklist for Face-to-Face Instruction” before each class to ensure all
measures are in place.
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Attachment B to Section II:
Faculty Control Measure Checklist for Face-to-Face Instruction at Main Campuses
This checklist is to be used by faculty members instructing a class face-to-face before each class to ensure that all measures are in place.
Faculty Control Measure Checklist for Face-to-Face Instruction
Directions:
• Use this checklist as a quick tool to assess pandemic control measures in your instructional area.
• State the details for each control measure indicated as “Yes”.
• This checklist needs to be completed for every F2F class and sent to your Dean.
Assessor(s):
Time of Assessment:
Assessment Date:
Site Location:
#
1.

Control Measure
Infection control and physical distancing posters
posted?

2.

Students advised to stay home if sick?

3.

Room set up allows for two metres (six feet)
physical distancing during instruction?
Demonstration and work areas are set-up to
allow for two metres (six feet) physical
distancing?
Instructors have completed pandemic training
for correct sanitization.
Instructor to direct student traffic entering and
exiting the classroom.

4.

5.
6.

Yes N/A Details/Applicable Task

Room Number:
Room Capacity:
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#
7.

Control Measure
Nearest hand hygiene station is located, stocked
and has been identified to students?

8.

Unnecessary and self-serve items have been
removed from the space (i.e., PPE dispensers,
pens, paper, etc.)?

9.

In most cases handouts, papers, and items are
not physically provided to students?

10.

Class attendance is taken and kept on file. In the
event a student or instructor is diagnosed with
COVID-19, this attendance list will give Manitoba
Public Health a list of who was in the classroom
and when they were present, for contact tracing
purposes.

11.

Students are given assigned seating for the
duration of the course. This will assist Manitoba
Public Health with contact tracing
When possible, students have dedicated
tools/equipment (i.e., items are not shared
between students)?

12.

13.

Common touch points and necessary shared
items (i.e., tools & equipment) are identified?

Yes N/A Details/Applicable Task
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#
14.

15.

16.

17.

Control Measure
Cleaning and disinfecting procedures for
common touch points and shared items are
communicated with students?
Cleaning materials are provided for instructors
to use?
Students are given direction for the safe and
correct use of any provided PPE and ensure the
PPE is used?
Students are reminded to use the hand hygiene
stations before and after class and to practice
good hygiene?

Yes N/A Details/Applicable Task
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Attachment C to Section II:
Faculty Control Measure Checklist for Face-to-Face Instruction at Regional and Remote Campuses
Control Measure Checklist for Face-to-Face Programming - Regional and Remote Campuses
Directions:
• Use this checklist as a quick tool to assess pandemic control measures in your classroom and facility.
• State the details for each control measure indicated as “Yes”.
a. This checklist needs to be completed for: a) every site where F2F programming will occur, and b) every scheduled class.
• Completed checklists are to be sent to your respective Associate Vice-President:
Lynette Plett (lplett@ucn.ca) – Post Secondary Education Access Centres; Rob Penner (rpenner@ucn.ca) – all other remote locations
Assessor(s):
Assessment Date:

Time of Assessment:
Site Location:

#
1.

Control Measure
Infection control and physical distancing posters posted?

2.

Individuals are advised to stay home if sick. Have staff and students completed the daily screening tool,
found by using the link below?
https://www.cognitoforms.com/UniversityCollegeOfTheNorth1/COVID19ReturntoWorkOnSiteScreening

3.

Room set up allows for 2 metres (6 feet) physical distancing during instruction?

4.

Demonstration and work areas are set-up to allow for 2 metres (6 feet) physical distancing?

5.

Coordinators, BSWs and Instructors have completed pandemic training for correct sanitization.

6.

Instructor to direct student traffic entering and exiting the classroom.

Room Number:
Room Capacity:
Yes N/A Details/Applicable Task
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#
7.

Control Measure
Nearest hand hygiene station is located, stocked and has been identified to students?

8.

Unnecessary and self-serve items have been removed from the space (i.e., PPE dispensers, pens, paper,
etc.)?
In most cases handouts, papers, and items are not physically provided to students?

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Class attendance is taken and kept on file. In the event a student or instructor is diagnosed with COVID19, this attendance list will give Manitoba Public Health a list of who was in the classroom and when
they were present, for contact tracing purposes.
Students are assigned seating, as with #10, this will support contact tracing in the event a student or
instructor is diagnosed with COVID-19.
When possible, students have dedicated tools/equipment (i.e., items are not shared between
students)?
Common touch points and necessary shared items (i.e., tools & equipment) are identified?
Cleaning and disinfecting procedures for common touch points and shared items are communicated
with students?
Cleaning materials are provided for instructors to use?
Students are given direction for the safe and correct use of any provided PPE and ensure the PPE is
used?
Students are reminded to use the hand hygiene stations before and after class and to practice good
hygiene?

Yes N/A Details/Applicable Task
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Attachment D to Section II:
Thompson Campus Spaces: Maximum Occupancy During Pandemic
This list identifies spaces in the Thompson Campus and their maximum occupancy to maintain physical
distancing of two metres.
Room
Maximum Occupancy*
MAIN CAMPUS
203
7
204
9
205
8
206
8
209
9
210
9
211
0 (storage)
212
0 (storage)
219A
4 (with PPE)
219D
4 (with PPE)
220A
18
223A
10
225
4

SEVERN
Instructor
Office
Electrical
Classroom
Carpentry
Classroom
(downstairs)

2

11
6

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Room

Maximum Occupancy*

231
232
302A
312
313A
316A
318
324
325
409
410

3
5
14
6
12
15
9
5
5
8 at boardroom table
7

Carpentry
Classroom
(upstairs)
Plumbing
Classroom
Computer
Lab

8 (5 at main tables, 2 at other
desks, 1 instructor)
6
6
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Attachment E to Section II:
The Pas Campus Spaces: Maximum Occupancy During Pandemic
This list identifies spaces in the The Pas Campus and their maximum occupancy to maintain physical
distancing of two metres.
Room
157B
161A
161B
161C
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

Maximum Occupancy*
6
9
2
7
13 (6 at computers, 6 at desks, 1
instructor)
12
TBA KLC
TBA Office
13
TBA KLC
TBA VPAR Office
8
TBA KLC
11
7

Room
255A
255B
256
257
259

Maximum Occupancy*
TBA Office
15
11
13
13

260
261
264A
264B
B26
B26
B27
B36
B38
B57

TBA (3 at computers, 7 at desks, 1
instructor)
6
TBA KLC
n/a (Storage)

B72

TBA (Academic Offices)
13
TBA Office
8
9 (classroom area)
TBA (lab area)
TBA
n/a (storage)
13
6 (4 at computers, 1 at desk, 1
instructor)
TBA

B74A
B74C
Gym

7
6
50

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor
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Attachment F to Section II:
Regional and Remote Locations Maximum Occupancy During Pandemic
This list identifies spaces in Regional and Remote Locations and maximum occupancy to maintain physical
distancing of two metres. Locations are presented alphabetically by community.

Bunibonibee (Oxford House) PSEAC
Room

Maximum Occupancy*
TBA
Courses not being offered at
this time

Room

Maximum Occupancy*

Room
---

Maximum Occupancy*
---

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Chemawawin (Easterville) PSEAC
Room
UCN Office
Computer
Lab

Maximum Occupancy*
3 (but set up for 1)
7

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Chemawawin (Easterville) Regional Library Maximum Occupancy: 15
Churchill PSEAC
The Churchill PSEAC is currently not operating. No classes will be offered at this location.

Flin Flon – Northern Manitoba Mining Academy
Room
Wet Lab
Cutting/
Polishing
Lab
Classroom

Maximum Occupancy*
7
3

Room
Maximum Occupancy*
Simulator
2 (with PPE)
Microscope 3
Lab

3

--

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

--
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Flin Flon PSEAC
Room
Computer
Lab
Classroom 1

Maximum Occupancy*
7

Room
Classroom 2

Maximum Occupancy*
4

6

Classroom 3

4

Room
Computer
Lab
Lounge
Boardroom

Maximum Occupancy*
5

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Mathias Colomb (Pukatawagan) PSEAC
Room
Classroom 1

Maximum Occupancy*
9

Classroom 2
Classroom 3

4
5

5
3

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Mathias Colomb (Pukatawagan) Regional Library Maximum Occupancy: 10
Misipawistik (Grand Rapids) PSEAC
Room
Classroom 1
Classroom 2
Classroom 3

Maximum Occupancy*
5
4
5

Room
Lounge Area
Lab
Boardroom

Maximum Occupancy*
5
10
3

Room

Maximum Occupancy*

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Nisichawayasihk (Nelson House) PSEAC
Room

Maximum Occupancy*
TBA

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor
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Norway House PSEAC
Room
Room 102
Room 108
Room 111
Room 112

Maximum Occupancy*
9
16
10
8

Room
Room 113
Room 114
Room 115
--

Maximum Occupancy*
9
8
8
--

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Norway House Regional Library Maximum Occupancy: 10
Pimicikamak (Cross Lake) PSEAC
Room
Classroom 1

Maximum Occupancy*
8

Classroom 2

8

Room
Computer
Lab
Offices

Maximum Occupancy*
8

Room
Computer
Lab

Maximum Occupancy*
4

Room
Room 107
(Classroom)
Student
Lounge
--

Maximum Occupancy*
5

8

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

OCN Training Centre
Room
Classroom

Maximum Occupancy*
7 (main table)

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

St. Theresa Point PSEAC
Room
Room 104
(Classroom)
Room 105
(Classroom)
Room 106
(Computer
Lab)

Maximum Occupancy*
5
5
6

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

4
--
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Swan River PSEAC/Workforce Development Centre
Room
Computer
Lab
Classroom 1

Maximum Occupancy*
7

Room
Classroom 2

Maximum Occupancy*
4

6

Classroom 3

4

Room

Maximum Occupancy*

1

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Swan River – Faculty of Health DPN Site
Room

Maximum Occupancy*

Upper Level
HCA
3
Classroom
Printer Room 1
Skills Testing
Room

1

Server Room

1

Overflow
Library
Staff
Kitchen
Library /
Computer
Lab
--

10

Laundry

1

4

Storage
Closet
--

1

Room
Classroom 4
Classroom 5
Lounge Area

Maximum Occupancy*
7
7
5

Lower Level
DPN
Classroom
Skills Lab
Kitchen

1

2
9

--

--

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor

Tataskweyak (Split Lake) PSEAC
Room
Classroom 1
Classroom 2
Classroom 3

Maximum Occupancy*
7
7
7

Notes:
* Includes students and one instructor
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Section III. Human Resources
Daily Self-Screening (before leaving home) Faculty and staff will be required to complete a selfscreening daily prior to arrival at a UCN location. The self-screening tool can be found at:
https://www.cognitoforms.com/UniversityCollegeOfTheNorth1/COVID19ReturntoWorkOnSiteScreening.
It is your responsibility to determine if you are symptomatic or not before attending on-site at any UCN
location.
Training Requirements
Human Resources is working with Workplace Safety and Health to offer online training and orientation
for protocols and procedures associated with these Guidelines.
Information is posted within UCN facilities to ensure proper use of face coverings, and the general
information can be found through various sites:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-to-wear-cloth-facecoverings.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/2019-novel-coronavirusinfection/prevention-risks/about-non-medical-masks-face-coverings.html#_Appropriate_nonmedical_mask
A short video which provides direction and “training” on how to properly use non-medical cloth masks
can be found at:
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/video/covid-19-wear-non-medical-mask-facecovering-properly.html
In addition to the heightened cleaning by our facilities staff, all employees will be required to disinfect
their work areas regularly. Faculty will also be required to do so for any F2F course activity in
classrooms/labs/shops. “Clean it Right” training through the Manitoba Tourism Education Council will
be made available for all employees. This training is required for:
•
•
•

Building Service Workers
Faculty who will be teaching F2F in Term 20
All UCN employees who work at the UCN Post-Secondary Access Centres and Workforce
Development Centres.

A group (physically distanced) training session will be set up for the Building Service Workers who are
required to complete this training. The dates and logistics will be provided through the relevant
Supervisors. Faculty are asked to access the training based on their availability, and to complete the
training prior to their return to F2F teaching in Term 20. Please contact April Carnegie
(acarnegie@ucn.ca) or Lea Corman (lcorman@ucn.ca) to arrange for access to the online training.
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All other employees are welcome to register and take this training – please register by sending an email to
April Carnegie (acarnegie@ucn.ca) or Lea Corman (lcorman@ucn.ca), and we will ensure you have the
opportunity to take this training. This will be useful both for the workplace and for your home as well.
Links to other relevant training and information about COVID-19 are included below:
https://www.safemanitoba.com/COVID-19/Pages/COVID-19-Resources.aspx
https://openwho.org/channels/covid-19
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/publications/diseases-conditions/coronavirusdisease-covid-19-how-to-self-isolate-home-exposed-no-symptoms.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/2019-novel-coronavirusinfection/make-a-difference.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/publications/diseases-conditions/socialdistancing.html
Working Safely
The majority of UCN employees have been working from home over the past few months. After 24 August,
UCN will be better prepared to have more students, faculty and staff on campus (see the Facilities section,
above, for more details).
Additional information about working from home is available at UCN’s COVID-19 website, ucncovid.ca.
Deans and AVPS will work with faculty and staff to manage the number of staff on campus at any one time
to help manage the traffic flow and density of faculty and staff.
Exceptions and special circumstances should be discussed with your dean / AVP.
Mental Health During the Pandemic: Taking Care of Yourself and Others
We have heard from a number of employees who continue to feel stressed about the current situation and
the COVID-19 pandemic. This is perfectly normal, and we know this situation can be stressful. People living
with underlying medical conditions, mental illness and addictions may find it even more difficult to cope.
Please know that although we are apart, we can support one another through the difficult times. Please
discuss any concerns with your supervisor, or contact Human Resources for assistance. There are many
resources available to assist, and noted below are just a few. Please share with colleagues, students,
friends and family.
EFAP Information
We recognize that these times can be concerning, and want to remind you of the Employee and Family
Assistance Program (EFAP) available to UCN employees. Please note the following information if you
choose to use the EFAP.
The Employee and Family Assistance Program is voluntary and confidential. For employees to utilize the
service, they simply need to contact the EFAP, identify themselves as an employee of UCN and the intake
person will assist with the process.
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Contact information for the EFAP is as follows:
(Winnipeg) 204-945-5786
(Toll Free) 1-866-669-4916
(TTY) 204-948-3401
http://www.manitoba.ca/csc/aboutcsc/efap/index.html
Links to helpful Mental Health resources, in particular related to COVID-19 are noted below:
https://www.camh.ca/en/health-info/mental-health-and-covid-19/faq-and-resources
https://manitoba.ca/covid19/bewell/managestress.html
https://www.who.int/teams/mental-health-and-substance-use/covid-19
https://ca.portal.gs/
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/2019-novel-coronavirusinfection/make-a-difference.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/publications/diseases-conditions/socialdistancing.html
Information about local mental health supports in The Pas and Thompson, and in Manitoba generally, will
be posted on the UCN Covid-19 website at ucncovid.ca.
If a UCN Faculty, Student, Staff or a Visitor to UCN is Diagnosed with COVID-19
Attachment A to this Section details the protocols to be followed should a UCN student, a member of
faculty or staff, or a visitor to UCN be diagnosed with COVID-19. The protocol presents an appropriate,
measured, and immediate response to help ensure the continued health and safety of staff and the
continuity of key service functions (e.g. instruction, enrolment services, payroll, etc.).
Where A Faculty or Staff Member Must Quarantine / Self-Isolate
Any UCN faculty or staff member who is advised to quarantine or self-isolate for a period of time must:
-

Use sick leave or another form of leave for the time away, or,
If well enough, work from home if they have the right tools to do so and have permission of their
supervisor to work from home.
o Note that an employee who is quarantining or self-isolating MAY NOT return to UCN to pick
up items (e.g. laptop) from UCN under any circumstances.
o Employees who are able to work from home and have permission to do so are advised to
daily keep with them the tools they need to work from home. Laptops and other work
items will not be delivered to the employee’s place of quarantine / self-isolation.
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Attachment A to Section III: NEW
Protocols for Students, Faculty, and Staff Diagnosed with COVID-19
Management Oversight
If UCN were to have a diagnosed case of COVID-19 on a campus or other learning location, the following
management process shall be followed:
-

For any student-related cases, Jackie Fitzpatrick, Dean of Students, (204-677-6479, or
jfitzpatrick@ucn.ca) is the identified lead responsible to undertake the response process
For any faculty, staff, or visitor related cases, Cindee Laverge, Chief Administrative Officer (CAO),
(204-627-8172, or claverge@ucn.ca) is the identified lead.

President’s Council shall serve as the critical incident response team should a student, faculty, staff or
visitor be diagnosed as having COVID-19.
If a UCN Student, Faculty, Staff, or Visitor Complains of COVID-like Symptoms
Note that the protocols detailed in this attachment are for those who are diagnosed with COVID-19 and do
not apply to undiagnosed cases. Any student, faculty, staff, or visitor who complains of, or exhibits,
symptoms consistent with COVID-19 should be immediately required to go home and:
-

Seek medical advice and information about COVID-19 testing.
Complete the self-screening tool from Shared Health and / or call Health Links-Info Santé in
Winnipeg at 204-788-8667, or toll-free elsewhere in Manitoba at 1-888-315-9257.
If experiencing severe symptoms or difficulty breathing, call 911.

In instances where students who are taking face-to-face classes are advised by Public Health to quarantine
until test results are received, they are to advise their instructors of their absence. Instructors will arrange
that the student to keep up with the class as appropriate and possible.
Immediate Actions for A Diagnosed Case of COVID
Public Health Officials will contact the institution if needed. Where a case of COVID-19 is confirmed, local
public health officials will lead the response.
-

-

-

The local public health authority will advise the institution if a confirmed case of COVID-19 was
present on campus during the person in question’s infectious period, and assess the need for the
institution or part of the institution to be closed for a period of time, and provide any other further
direction.
Local public health authorities will identify close contacts of a positive case and contact those
individuals who may have been exposed.
o It may be that local public health officials will work closely with UCN and provide guidance
for the necessary actions required. These actions would include such things as how and
when to communicate to the UCN community, cleaning measures, business continuity, etc.
Institutions may be advised to close off areas used by the infected person and not use these areas
until after cleaning and disinfecting is completed.
If there was no significant exposure on campus, the institution will not be notified.
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The following immediate actions are to be taken by any staff member who receives notification of a
diagnosed case of COVID-19 within the UCN community:
1. Advise the appropriate lead, i.e. either the Dean of Students or CAO, whether those cases are at a
main campus or at a regional or remote campus.
2. The lead makes initial contact with Shannon Guerreiro, Chief Nursing Officer, Northern Health
Region, at 204-778-1797 (office), 204-679-4133 (cel), or sguerreiro@nrha.ca.
3. The lead notifies President’s Council and follows the relevant worksheet.
Responsibilities of Students, Faculty and Staff
Students, faculty and staff who are diagnosed as positive for the presence of COVID-19 are responsible for
advising their instructor(s) or direct supervisor that they have been diagnosed with COVID-19 to help
ensure the health and safety of all students, faculty, staff, and visitors at UCN. Supervisors or instructors
are to notify either the CAO or the Dean of Students as appropriate.
UCN will maintain confidentiality of reported information, and will follow guidance from Public Health in
terms of formal communication to the UCN community.
Once a UCN Student, faculty, Staff Member or Visitor is Diagnosed with COVID-19
The worksheets that follow (Checklist 1: Faculty, Staff and Visitors, and Checklist 2: Students) identify
protocols to be followed when there has been confirmed presence of COVID-19.
The identified lead (i.e. the Dean of Students or the CAO) is responsible to ensure that the relevant
worksheet is completed. Any element of that worksheet may be delegated to another individual. This
delegation does not relieve the identified lead of the responsibility to ensure that the worksheet is
completed.
Messaging
Any communication notifying the community will be done following the lead of local and provincial public
health officials. Keeping this in mind, upon receipt of information that a student, faculty, staff or visitor has
been diagnosed with COVID-19, it is critically important to communicate to all students, faculty and staff
about the situation, even if the information that is shared is minimal.
The Director of Communications will be responsible for preparing and distributing messaging in the
instance that a UCN student, faculty, staff or visitor has been diagnosed with COVID-19. This messaging will
be consistent with direction from local and provincial public health officials.
Maintaining the Privacy of Students, Faculty, Staff, and Visitors
UCN may not disclose personal information except under very particular circumstances. UCN will seek
guidance from the Northern Health Region and Public Health in terms of how information pertaining to a
diagnosed case of COVID-19 is shared within the UCN community.
In order to ensure that UCN appropriately protects individuals’ privacy, only the Director of
Communications, or another individual delegated by President’s Council, is authorized to communicate
regarding diagnosed cases of COVID-19 within UCN or to the media.
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CHECKLIST 1: UCN FACULTY, STAFF, OR VISITOR IS DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19
Upon notification that a UCN faculty or staff member, or a visitor to UCN, is diagnosed with COVID-19, this
checklist will help to guide UCN’s response.
This checklist assumes that Public Health will, working with UCN, take the lead in terms of notifying those who
may have been exposed and provide advice as to whether or not those individuals should quarantine
themselves and those infected should self-isolate. Additionally, Manitoba Public Health will undertake an
assessment of the UCN campus in the context of the province’s colour-coded risk indication system.
Action Item:

Responsibility

UCN is contacted by Public Health with a case OR a faculty, staff, or visitor advises
UCN that they have been diagnosed with COVID-19

Public Health or a
UCN faculty, staff
or visitor

1. CAO establishes contact with Shannon Guerreiro, Chief Nursing Officer,
Northern Health Region, at 204-778-1797 (office), 204-679-4133 (cell), or
sguerreiro@nrha.ca.

CAO

2. Notify the President and Vice-Chancellor and President’s Council

CAO

3. Convene President’s Council meeting if required

President and
Vice-Chancellor

4. Establish liaison to act as a point of contact between the affected work unit and
the CAO (this could be the supervisor or another individual in the work unit of
the affected faculty or staff member, or where an off-campus person might
have visited).

CAO

5. Arrange for disinfection/cleaning of work space as required

CAO

6. Initial communication with students, faculty, and staff

Director of
Communications

7. Assess affected staff member’s sick leave availability

CAO / Direct
supervisor

8. Determine how work will be done in the absence of the affected employee

Direct supervisor
in the affected
unit

9. Share information about employee assistance and other counselling for all staff

Director of
Communications

10. Determine return to work date and related criteria in consultation with RHA

CAO / Direct
supervisor

Status/Notes
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CHECKLIST 2: UCN STUDENT DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19
Upon notification that a student is diagnosed with COVID-19, this checklist helps guide UCN’s response.
This checklist assumes that Public Health will, working with UCN, take the lead in terms of notifying those who
may have been exposed and provide advice as to whether or not those individuals should quarantine
themselves and those infected should self-isolate. Additionally, Manitoba Public Health will undertake an
assessment of the UCN campus in the context of the province’s colour-coded risk indication system.
Action Item:

Responsibility

UCN is contacted by Public Health with a case OR a student advises UCN that they
have been diagnosed with COVID-19

Public Health
and/or UCN
student

1. Dean of Students establishes contact with Shannon Guerreiro, Chief Nursing
Officer, Northern Health Region, at 204-778-1797 (office), 204-679-4133 (cel),
or sguerreiro@nrha.ca.

Dean of Students

2. Notify the President and Vice-Chancellor and President’s Council

Dean of Students

3. Convene President’s Council meeting if required

President and
Vice-Chancellor

4. Confirm whether or not the student in question is staying in Carroll Hall in
The Pas. If yes, then notify the Coordinator of Student Housing and
implement an isolation plan

Dean of Students

5. Notify Office of the Registrar (Dave Dalcanale, 204-627-8545,
ddalcanale@ucn.ca) to be ready to support Public Health contact tracing

Dean of Students

6. Registrar to be prepared to identify classes students attended, when those
classes were scheduled, and who else is attending and be prepared to share
this information with Public Health

Registrar

7. Instructor(s) to be prepared to share attendance information for class(es) in
which the affected student is registered

Instructor(s)

8. Arrange for disinfection/cleaning of classroom space(s), as required

CAO

9. Initial communication with students, faculty, and staff about the situation

Director of
Communications

10. Review/confirm plans for how course materials and assessment will be done
for the affected student

Instructor(s) in
affected classes

11. Share information about access to Elders and counselling for all students

Dean of Students

12. Determine return to class date and related criteria in consultation with RHA

Dean of Students

Status/Notes
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CHECKLIST 3: UCN FACULTY, STAFF, OR VISITOR IS DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19 IN
A REGIONAL OR REMOTE CAMPUS
Upon notification that a UCN faculty or staff member, or a visitor to a UCN regional or remote campus, is
diagnosed with COVID-19, this checklist will help to guide UCN’s response.
This checklist assumes that Public Health will, working with UCN, take the lead in terms of notifying those who
may have been exposed and provide advice as to whether or not those individuals should quarantine
themselves and those infected should self-isolate. Additionally, Manitoba Public Health will undertake an
assessment of the UCN location in the context of the province’s colour-coded risk indication system.
Action Item:

Responsibility

UCN is contacted by Public Health with a case OR a faculty, staff, or visitor to a
regional and remote campus advises a UCN that they have been diagnosed with
COVID-19

Public Health, a
First Nation
government, or a
UCN faculty, staff

1. Immediately arrange to lock the space down in advance of the space being
disinfected.

AVP-Access or
AVP-CIS

2. Where the regional or remote campus is located on a First Nation, advise Chief
and Council of the situation. Work with Director of Communications on
messaging content.

Manager of
PSEACs

3. CAO establishes contact with Shannon Guerreiro, Chief Nursing Officer, Northern
Health Region, at 204-778-1797 (office), 204-679-4133 (cell), or
sguerreiro@nrha.ca.

CAO

4. Notify the President and Vice-Chancellor and President’s Council

CAO

5. Convene President’s Council meeting if required

President and
Vice-Chancellor

6. Establish liaison to act as a point of contact between the affected work unit and
the CAO (this could be the supervisor or another individual in the work unit of
the affected faculty or staff member, or visited by the visitor).

CAO

7. Arrange for disinfection/cleaning of work space as required

CAO

8. Initial communication with students, faculty, and staff about the situation

Director of
Communications

9. Assess affected staff member’s sick leave availability

CAO / Direct
supervisor

10. Determine how work will be done in the absence of the affected employee

Direct supervisor
in the affected
unit

11. Share information about employee assistance and other counselling for all staff

Director of
Communications

12. Determine return to work date and related criteria in consultation with RHA

CAO / Direct
supervisor

Status/Notes
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CHECKLIST 4: UCN STUDENT AT A REGIONAL/REMOTE CAMPUS DIAGNOSED WITH
COVID-19
Upon notification that a student from a regional and remote campus is diagnosed with COVID-19, this checklist
will help to guide UCN’s response. As UCN does not operate residences at regional and remote campuses,
responsibility for quarantine / self-isolation is shared between the community and health authorities.
This checklist assumes that Public Health will, working with UCN, take the lead in terms of notifying those who
may have been exposed and provide advice as to whether or not those individuals should quarantine
themselves and those infected should self-isolate. Additionally, Manitoba Public Health will undertake an
assessment of the UCN location in the context of the province’s colour-coded risk indication system.
Action Item:

Responsibility

UCN is contacted by Public Health with a case OR a student advises UCN that they have
been diagnosed with COVID-19

Public Health and/or
UCN student

1.

Immediately arrange to lock the space down in advance of the space being
disinfected

AVP-Access or AVP-CIS

2.

Advise the instructor that the space has been locked down and consider making
alternative arrangements to allow for continuity of classes.

AVP-Access or AVP-CIS

The AVP may delegate this to the dean responsible for the program.
3.

Where the regional or remote campus is located on a First Nation, advise Chief and
Council of the situation. Work with Director of Communications on messaging
content.

Manager of PSEACs

4.

Dean of Students establishes contact with Shannon Guerreiro, Chief Nursing Officer,
Northern Health Region, at 204-778-1797 (office), 204-679-4133 (cel), or
sguerreiro@nrha.ca.

Dean of Students

5.

Notify the President and Vice-Chancellor and President’s Council

CAO

6.

Convene President’s Council meeting if required

President and ViceChancellor

7.

Notify Office of the Registrar (Dave Dalcanale, 204-627-8545, ddalcanale@ucn.ca) to
be ready to support Public Health contact tracing

AVP-Access or AVP-CIS

8.

Registrar to be prepared to identify classes students attended, when those classes
were scheduled, and who else is attending and be prepared to share this information
with Public Health

Registrar

9.

Instructor(s) to be prepared to share attendance information for class(es) in which
the affected student is registered

Instructor(s)

10. Arrange for disinfection/cleaning of classroom space(s), as required

CAO

11. Initial communication with students, faculty, and staff about the situation

Director of
Communications

12. Review/confirm plans for how course materials and assessment will be done for the
affected student

Instructor(s) in
affected classes

13. Share information about access to Elders and counselling for all students

Dean of Students

14. Determine return to class date and related criteria in consultation with RHA

Dean of Students

Status/Notes
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Section IV. Regional and Remote Campuses
General
This section presents information regarding regional and remote locations, including the Northern Manitoba
Mining Academy, Post-Secondary Education Access Centres, Regional Libraries, the Swan River Faculty of
Health DPN Training Site, Workforce Development Centres, and other community- or industry-based training
sites.
This section presents information that is specific to regional and remote locations. If not addressed in this
section, it should be assumed that the guidelines presented in other sections also apply to the regional and
remote locations. The Guidelines for F2F Delivery and the Faculty Control Measures Checklist apply in these
locations and are found in Attachments A and B of Section II. In addition, the Checklist found in Attachment C
to Section II - Faculty Control Measure Checklist for Face-to-Face Instruction for Regional and Remote
Campuses is to be used for preparing training sites to align with pandemic-related requirements well in
advance of the arrival of students.
It should be noted that all UCN locations are closed to the public including instructional units.
In the event that an Access Centre Coordinator is away from the Centre, and no other UCN employee is
available to be on site, the facility will be closed to students.
Checklists for the classroom and for the facility will be filled out daily. The checklists will be sent to TBD on a
daily basis.
Post-Secondary Education Access Centre Activity During Summer 2020
All Access Centres, excepting St. Theresa Point, are closed from July 13 to August 14 (closed centres will be
checked on periodically by UCN staff). Note that there is program activity at St. Theresa Point until the end of
July, and then there will be reduced activity for three weeks in August.
Classroom and Other Space Maximum Capacities
Regional and Remote Locations must adhere, like main campuses, to the guidelines pertaining to ensuring that
individuals are two metres (six feet) apart. Capacities for classrooms and other spaces are shown in Section II:
Facilities, Attachment F.
All UCN employees (coordinators, BSWs, instructors) in regional and remote locations will be required to take
mandatory training through the Manitoba Tourism Education Council (MTEC). The training program is called
“Clean it Right”, and each employee will register through Human Resources by contacting April Carnegie
(acarnegie@ucn.ca) or Lea Corman (lcorman@ucn.ca).
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Community-UCN Cooperation
UCN is aware that many of our regional and remote
locations are in communities that have their own
priorities with respect to managing the pandemic
and ensuring that citizens remain safe and healthy.
Where community precautions are greater than
UCN’s guidelines, the community precautions shall
apply. Responsible member of the Senior Academic
Leadership Team (i.e. Associate Vice-President of
Access, or the Associate Vice President of
Community and Industry Relations, or a designate)
will work together with the community to ensure
that both the community and UCN are comfortable
with the arrangements in place to help stop the
spread of COVID-19.
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Attachment A to Section IV:
Programming Offered F2F in Regional and Remote Locations
A total of 15 programs are being offered in nine (9) PSEACs involving 207 students.
Location

Program

Enrolment (#)

Comments

Chemawawin
(Easterville) PSEAC

BUAD

5

End date August 2024

Flin Flin PSEAC

DPN

9

Program is delivered F2F and online
Students are entering second year, with an
expected end date of August 15, 2021.

Mathias Colomb
(Pukatawagan) PSEAC

ALC

12

End date is January 2022

Misipawistik (Grand
Rapids) PSEAC

OAC

7

End date is November 2020

Kenanow

13

End date August 2021

Nisichawayasihk
(Nelson House) PSEAC

Carpentry

20

Contract program, end date December 2020

Norway House PSEAC

Kenanow
BA (4 year)
BBA
EAC

13
36
3
11

End date August 2021
End date TBA
Program may have completed
End date June 2021

Pimicikamak (Cross
Lake) PSEAC

EAC

18

Offered in the evening, end date June 2021

Kenanow

16

End date is August, 2021

St. Theresa Point PSEAC

ECE

18

This is a contract program, end date of June
2021

Tasaskweyak (Split
Lake) PSEAC
(high school is
using the space
during the day)

Kenanow
ALC

6
20

End date is August 2021
Evening program, end date in June 2022
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Section V. Student Life
Orientation
Due to COVID-19, UCN has implemented an online orientation for the 2020/21 academic year. Further
information has been shared with students as to how to access the orientation module (available since 21 July
2020).
Student Support
As part of UCN’s COVID-19 prevention efforts, students are asked to contact an Academic Advisor by phone or
email rather than dropping-in or requesting an in-person appointment. Accordingly, access to help and support
is still available, just in a different manner than in the past. Students should contact Student Services at the
numbers and email addresses below if they need help or student support.
UCN Student Services:
•
•

The Pas: 1.866.627.8500 ext. 8648, or email TP_reception@ucn.ca
Thompson” 1.866.677.6450, or email TH_reception@ucn.ca

The UCN Student Services team provides academic, personal, and career supports to future and current UCN
students. These are the UCN staff that students can connect with when they need help, or have questions
about how to plan and be successful in their UCN program.
Who we are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Advisors
Student Counsellors
Student Accessibility Services
Assessment Services
Student Financial Aid/Awards/Bursaries
Student Accommodations
Learners’ Assistance Centre
Centre for Career & Work-Integrated Learning

What we do:
•
•
•
•
•

Help future students plan their studies before classes begin (program selection, student finances,
student accommodations etc.)
Provide resources and support for our diverse community of students
Coordinate mental health and accessibility supports
Help students stay focused on their studies and career goals
Remotely provide career and work-integrated learning services
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When should students meet with UCN Student Services?
•
•
•
•
•
•

At least once 1-2 months before your program starts
If your study plan changes after classes start or you have an emergency
When you need/want to improve your grades
If you are working more than 15 hours per week at a job while studying
If you are feeling overwhelmed, nervous, or anxious
If you have good news that you want to share with someone!

Writing Centres
The online Writing Centre continues to be available for students at any location. Hours have been extended
for online support to reflect increased usage of this online service.
Indigenous Centres
Indigenous centres on The Pas and Thompson campuses will not be providing any ceremonies for the Fall
Term (Term 20), however they will be open to students by scheduled appointments.
Learning Assistance Centres (LACs)
LACs will be open for student use through appointment and ZOOM meetings.
Accessibility Services
Accessibility Services are available through appointment and ZOOM meetings.
Student Screening
UCN will use signage, reminders, and orientation to ensure that students are aware of the symptoms of
COVID-19 and that they should not attend a UCN facility if they are showing those symptoms. Additionally,
UCN will encourage students to use the provincial online screening tool and to follow health guidelines
when/if sick.
The self-screening tool is available at https://sharedhealthmb.ca/covid19/screening-tool/.
International Students
UCN welcomes International students to its campus, however, unlike other colleges and universities, does
not have an active international student recruiting program. International students enroll at UCN, but UCN
does not actively recruit cohorts of students. As a result, our international student body is small.
In 2020/21, UCN anticipates that there will be 12 international students attending classes in Fall 2020. Ten
(10) of those students have been in Canada since before the pandemic, and two (2) of those students will be
studying using remote means from their home country and will not be traveling to Canada for their studies.
Furthermore, none of these 12 students are registered in UCN student housing, and are living in private
residences.
These facts inform planning for international students.
The Government of Canada and the Government of Manitoba have mandated planning in four different
categories. The plan below details UCN’s compliance within these planning categories.
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A. Overall Requirements
•

REQUIREMENT: Guidelines have been provided to institutions that are consistent with the
Government of Canada’s Guidance for Post-Secondary Institutions During the COVID-19
Pandemic.
• UCN PLAN: The Province of Manitoba has provided such guidelines and these are
shown in Annex 1 to Sharing Space Safely. Sharing Space Safely is UCN’s response to
those guidelines.

•

REQUIREMENT: Mechanisms are in place to assess and ensure readiness of public health
authorities and institutions to accept quarantining international students and co-arriving
immediate family members.
• UCN PLAN: See items B and C, below.

•

REQUIREMENT: Health systems, including local public health authorities, have the capacity
for COVID-19 outbreak response should this occur at the institution(s).
• UCN PLAN: Yes. Dr. Michael Isaacs has met with UCN and has indicated that UCN
shall contact Public Health to assist with an outbreak.

•

REQUIREMENT: Institutions have acceptable plans in place for robust case management and
outbreak response (https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/2019novel-coronavirus-infection/health-professionals/interim-guidance-cases-contacts.html) in
their communities, and these plans meet the requirements of local and P/T public health
guidelines.
• UCN PLAN: See this document, Section III Human Resources, Protocols for Students,
Faculty, and Staff Falling Ill at a UCN Location for the protocols in place.
• UCN PLAN: The management response plan can be found in Attachment A to Section
III: Protocols for Students, Faculty, Staff and Visitor Diagnosed with COVID-19.

•

REQUIREMENT: Institutions have protocols for notification of local and P/T authorities of:
any compliance issues within the 14-day mandatory quarantine period; any cases of SARSCoV-2 infection during the 14-day mandatory quarantine period.
• UCN PLAN: See items B and C, below.

•

REQUIREMENT: Public communications protocols have been established for COVID-19
outbreaks that may impact or implicate international students or their immediate family
members.
• UCN PLAN: UCN is relying on Public Health to address communications issues such as
contact tracing and sharing of personal health information with those who have a
need to know.

•

REQUIREMENT: The P/T and local public health authorities have mechanisms in place to
approve restart plans and verify continued adherence to the institutional requirements in
this table.
• UCN PLAN: N/A. UCN has not been invited into this process.
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•

REQUIREMENT: The institutional requirements in this table are maintained for as long as the
institution appears on the P/T/ list.
• UCN PLAN: UCN is committed to retaining all of its pandemic response plans until the
end of the pandemic.

B. Pre-Arrival Requirements for Institutions
•

REQUIREMENT: Pre-arrival requirements are communicated to international students and
their co-arriving immediate family members in advance of travel to Canada.

•

REQUIREMENT: As a best practice, international students and their co-arriving immediate
family members are encouraged to download the Government of Canada’s ArriveCAN
application prior to arrival at the border and complete the information required.

•

REQUIREMENT: Institutions provide appropriate transportation of international students
and their co-arriving immediate family members to a 14-day quarantine location, consistent
with Government of Canada recommendations (i.e. wearing a mask for onward domestic
travel; travelling directly to place of quarantine);

•

REQUIREMENT: Mandatory 14-day quarantine by international students and co-arriving
immediate family members is provided at: the institution; or a private quarantine location
that meets the requirements set out under 14-Day Quarantine Requirements, with
arrangements made prior to arrival and assessed to be acceptable by the Government of
Canada at the time and point of entry.
• UCN PLAN: None of the requirements shown are relevant given that there are no
international students attending UCN who will be newly arriving in Canada (students
enrolled have been in Canada since before the pandemic or are studying only using
remote means and not coming to Canada).

C. Fourteen (14)-Day Quarantine Requirements
•

REQUIREMENT: Institutions have developed and implemented restart plans that include
quarantine arrangements for international students and co-arriving immediate family
members that support the minimum requirements listed below.

•

REQUIREMENT: International students and co-arriving immediate family members are
responsible for on-going self-monitoring and assessment of COVID-19 symptoms.

•

REQUIREMENT: As a best practice, the ArriveCAN application will be used by international
students and co-arriving family members within 48 hours after arrival in Canada, and for
their daily symptom reporting;

•

REQUIREMENT: Appropriate individual accommodation options for the 14-day quarantine
period are provided consistent with current Orders in Council under the Quarantine Act and
guidelines of the Government of Canada, as well as the requirements of the institution’s
local and provincial/territorial public health authorities: Confirmation that students are
symptom free, and have a suitable isolation plan ensuring they will not be staying with
vulnerable populations or living in a communal or group setting, and will have access to the
necessities of life; Support for all quarantined individuals throughout the 14-day quarantine
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period, including but not limited to food, medical care and COVID-19 infection control
information and training; and, Regular and robust institutional monitoring of quarantined
individuals throughout the 14-day quarantine period for COVID-19 symptoms, general wellbeing, compliance with quarantine requirements, with emphasis on individual COVID-19
infection control practices;
•

REQUIREMENT: Promotion of reliable, accurate messages about COVID-19, including
messaging around COVID-19 related stigma (https://www.who.int/docs/defaultsource/coronaviruse/covid19-stigma-guide.pdf) and anti-racisms supports; and

•

REQUIREMENT: Mitigation of social barriers to support student compliance with individual
COVID-19 infection control practices.
• UCN PLAN: None of the requirements are relevant given that there are no
international students attending UCN who will be newly arriving in Canada (students
enrolled have been in Canada since before the pandemic or are studying only using
remote means and not coming to Canada).

D. Post-Quarantine Requirements
•

REQUIREMENT: Institutions will continue to support international students and immediate
family members after completion of their 14-day quarantine period.
• UCN PLAN: This requirement is not relevant given that there are no international
students attending UCN who will be newly arriving in Canada (students enrolled have
been in Canada since before the pandemic or are studying only using remote means
and not coming to Canada).

•

REQUIREMENT: This includes offering mental and physical health supports, anti-racism and
COVID-19 stigma supports, and mitigation of social barriers to support student compliance
with individual COVID-19 infection control practices.
• UCN PLAN: While this requirement is not relevant for the same reason noted above,
UCN does have support systems in place for students who may have health needs.
See Section V. Student Life, Student Supports (above)
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Section VI. Travel
Travel During the Pandemic
Travel is restricted to that which is absolutely necessary. Faculty and staff are expected to maximize the use of
Zoom, teleconferences and other remote means as appropriate to conduct UCN business.
Deans, AVPs, and supervisors must approve travel in advance.
Using UCN Fleet Vehicles
To help ensure the health and safety of students, faculty, and staff, in order to ensure physical distancing, only
one individual will be allowed to travel in a UCN fleet vehicle.
Cleaning UCN Fleet Vehicles
UCN staff disinfect UCN fleet vehicles before and after the vehicle is used. Using Cavi wipes, a medical grade
disinfecting wipe, the steering wheel, handles and other surfaces that are commonly touched inside the vehicle
are wiped down.
While users are still required to ensure that the interior of the vehicle is free of garbage and that no extraneous
materials are left behind upon return of the fleet vehicle. Users are still expected to ensure that the exterior
of the vehicle is cleaned upon return to campus.
Using Personal Vehicles
Individuals approved to use personal vehicles are encouraged to observe physical distancing requirements and
travel one person per vehicle. Where individuals are using personal vehicles for work travel and are claiming
expenses related to that travel (e.g. mileage), they will be required to follow physical distancing protocols and
travel with one person per vehicle.
Northern Travel Restrictions
On September 3rd, 2020, the Government of Manitoba issued a Public Health Order prohibiting travel to
northern Manitoba and remote communities as authorized under The Public Health Act. This order can be
viewed at https://manitoba.ca/asset_library/en/proactive/2020_2021/orders-soe-northern-09032020.pdf.
•

The Public Health Order includes various different exemptions including educational professionals, including
teachers or professors, and students travelling to work at/attend schools or post-secondary institutions (see
https://manitoba.ca/covid19/restartmb/prs/northern/index.html#additionalrestrictions).
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Final Thoughts
Sharing Space Safely represents a team effort at UCN to ensure that we reopen carefully to keep students, faculty, and
staff safe, healthy and engaged in education. These guidelines help to provide a shared understanding of what each of
us has to do as we move into a new phase of our response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These Guidelines are a work in progress, and will be updated and changed as the public health situation demands.
Should you have any comments or questions, please send them to communications@ucn.ca, or contact one of the
working group chairs, shown in Annex 2. Additional information about UCN’s response to the pandemic is available on
UCN’s COVID-19 website, ucncovid.ca.
We are planning together to create a safe, healthy learning and working environment. We all look forward to being
together again soon.
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Annex 1: Provincial Direction for Reopening Colleges &
Universities
In May 2020, the Government of Manitoba issued direction for safely reopening colleges and universities. This direction
has informed the Sharing Space Safely guidelines created by UCN.
✓ Maintain a minimum two-meter separation between individuals, except for brief exchanges. Appropriate facility/
institution specific guidance should be developed for situations where close contact cannot be reasonably avoided.
Refer to the workplace guidance for businesses website for more information.
✓ Staff and students must use the self-screening tool before attending the facility, and should stay home when ill.
✓ Each facility should have an operational plan to minimize the risk of transmission of COVID-19 during the pandemic.
Plans should include procedures for dealing with a staff or student who becomes ill while at the facility.
✓ Offer virtual instruction as much as possible, where practical.
✓ Stagger timing and location of courses, laboratories, studios and practicums to segregate and prevent contact with
other groups.
✓ Use separate exits and consider other creative solutions to discourage congregation.
✓ Staff and students at higher risk of serious illness may consider waiting to return to these facilities.
✓ Develop accommodations for students and staff who are at higher risk of more severe COVID-19 disease.
✓ Hand hygiene stations should be placed at the entrance and strategically throughout the facility and at minimum,
all individuals should be directed to clean their hands upon entry and upon leaving the facility.
✓ Provide staff and students information on social (physical) distancing. Indoor facilities must post signs indicating
physical distancing guidelines. Space out study areas.
✓ For sports and recreational activities, refer to guidance on these types of activities for more details in developing
activity specific plans for the facility.
✓ Close water fountains that are not touchless or can't be cleaned between users.
✓ Limit staff to only those essential for the task.
✓ Ensure enhanced cleaning of washrooms and high-touch surfaces.

✓ Ensure enhanced cleaning of instructions settings, such as laboratories, studios and classrooms. Equipment should
not be shared unless it can be disinfected between users.
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Annex 2: Developing These Guidelines
The Return to Site Steering Committee (RSSC) was created in late May 2020 to oversee the activity associated with the
implementation of the direction provided by the Government of Manitoba for the reopening of colleges and universities
(see Annex 1). Membership of the RSSC includes:
-

Monica Cook, Director of HR, Chair of Human Resources Working Group
Cindee Laverge, CAO, Co-Chair
Shawn Ducharme, Manager of IT, Resource Member
Jackie Fitzpatrick, Dean of Students, Chair of Student Life Working Group
Monte Koshel, Director of Communications, Resource Member
Lori Munroe, Executive Assistant, Recorder
Lynette Plett, Associate VP, Access, Co-Chair of the Remote Learning Locations Working Group
Rob Penner, Associate VP, Community and Industry Solutions, Co-Chair of the Remote Learning Locations
Working Group
Paul Simpson, Manager of WSH, Chair of Facilities Working Group
Dan Smith, VP Academic and Research, Co-Chair
Vicki Zeran, Dean of Health, Chair of Return to Classroom Committee (Academic Working Group)

As indicated above, five working groups were established: Facilities, Human Resources, Remote Learning Locations,
Return to Classroom, and Student Life. Chairs of these groups are identified in the list above.
The working groups were charged with developing plans that addressed the specific requirements detailed in Annex 1.
These tasks were partitioned among the working groups. The RSSC is meeting regularly to share information, monitor
progress, to discuss matters and to make decisions.

